SEIS M A N O S

Netﬂix's Seis Manos: Season 1 Review
A new adult animated series that takes some time to ﬁnd its footing.
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Seis Manos (Six Hands) is a show that takes a moment or two to ﬁnd its rhythm, but once it
does it bangs that drum relentlessly, quickening its tempo to a climactic and explosive
resolution. There’s no doubt it has a rocky start with a mess of ideas, but what’s so
impressive is how this mess comes together soon enough to create a clever, cohesive, and
dynamic story that leaves a lasting impression.
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boy named Domingo steals a peach, runs from the police, and ends up in a Chinese Daoist

Kung Fu school. It s a weird opening, to be sure, full of questions and contrivances. And
that’s only the beginning of the problems that initially plague Seis Manos. From here we’re
bombarded with lifeless exposition concerning three more orphans – Silencio, Isabella, and
Jesus – the students of the martial arts school and our three protagonists. Through
Domingo’s eyes we meet them, learn their personalities (which are dangerously uninspired
at ﬁrst) and are also introduced to their master, the Daoist martial arts master Chiu.
Watch a clip from the Seis Manos premiere below:



Netﬂix's Seis Manos - "Guitar and Blood" Clip
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At the same time, Seis Manos also sets up its villain: a cultist Mexican gangster known as El
Balde (The Bucket), voiced by the legendary Danny Trejo, and a man giving off some serious
Kingpin vibes. El Balde, in a voodoo ritual, forcefully mutates a man into a ravenous beast
who breaks free and heads for San Simon. This new man-beast then stumbles into the
Daoist school while the students are out and engages in an intense duel with their master
Chiu. To say more would be to spoil an opening episode full of some out-of-left-ﬁeld twists
which foreshadow the trippy and unexpected direction the show goes in later.
It’s not a great beginning, with a lot of disparate parts that don’t ﬁt together well at all. The
Chinese martial arts school in the heart of a Mexican town during the ‘70s is strange,
bordering on somehow uncomfortable. The dialogue is clumsy, with two-dimensional
characters
that do not endear us to them at all. Their jokes don’t land. The animation is
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stodgy with a frustratingly low framerate. And yet, the show eventually stumbles into its
strengths. And from there it snowballs, getting bigger and denser and stronger, until soon

enough it’s a force to be reckoned with.
There’s a lot to take in at the start. And that turns out to be a good thing. Punchy jumps
from location to location keep us distracted from the poor exposition and cringy dialogue.
Two other characters are introduced in the opening episode: Garcia, the tough female police
ofﬁcer, and Brister (voiced by Mike Colter of Luke Cage fame), the black American DEA
agent and Vietnam veteran who is tasked with going south of the border and ends up kneedeep in this martial arts cultist drug-fuelled Mexican nightmare.
These two characters serve as our unlikely buddy-cop duo. During the ﬁrst few episodes,
Brister comes off as an awkward stereotype of ‘70s cinema: he speaks jive, is overﬂowing
with machismo, calls Garcia ‘Mexico’, and makes us all very uncomfortable. But as the show
ﬁnds its conﬁdence, so does Brister. And his relationship with Garcia soon blossoms once
they bond over their shared minority status – his as a Vietnam vet who suffered racist abuse
from those serving under him and whose lives were his responsibility, and hers as not only
the lone female cop in her region but also the very ﬁrst and best (cop, that is). Once we get
to this point, both Brister and Garcia have ﬂourished both as individuals and as a dynamic
pair of cheeky and charming cops.
Check out this split-screen video which shows how sleek the remastered Blu-ray of Batman
Beyond is compared to the old version in the video below.
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As for Seis Manos’ visuals and sound, well, the animation was done by Powerhouse

Animation Studios, a Texas-based company that recently produced the Netﬂix smash-hit
Castlevania, a fantastic anime-inspired show based on the Konami video game series and
written by comic book legend Warren Ellis. In Castlevania, Powerhouse proved that they
could stand shoulder-to-shoulder with Japanese animation giants, producing a slick show
dripping with gothic atmosphere (and blood). In Seis Manos, the animation has certainly
taken a dip, mostly due to the already mentioned framerate. It’s not always noticeable, but
sometimes it very much is. But even given the choppy visuals, every single ﬁght scene is
choreographed and executed ﬂawlessly, with intense vigor - resulting in a true spectacle.
The sound and music design is another thing that starts off poor and gets better over time.
Seis Manos has a very tough time blending Chinese, Mexican, and American themes and
aesthetics together at the beginning, and this is made worse by the constantly shifting
musical styles and tones. But once again, Powerhouse ﬁgures it out as the show progresses.
By episode four, not only are the characters now likable and endearing, but the music carries
the plot and its events along with ease and grace.
While we’ve brieﬂy touched on how the story of this eight-episode animation begins, where
it goes from there is intensely and exhilaratingly unexpected. There are twists and turns you
simply wouldn’t believe. Well, some that you might because they’re cheesy to the point of
being cute. But many others are real gut-punches – absurd twists and clever reveals abound
in this show. And they come at you quickly, to the point that it makes discussing the plot
difﬁcult. Sufﬁce to say, fans of Hot Fuzz will not be disappointed.
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Verdict
I’ll happily admit to not having liked Seis Manos initially. Its art design feels awkwardly reminiscent of
Jackie Chan Adventures and, as such, it’s difﬁcult to know who this show is for. It looks like a kids’ show,
has the humor of a kids’ show, but it’s deﬁnitely not a kids’ show. And, as I said, its opening few episodes
feel
expository
and clumsy. But by episode four, Seis Manos more than ﬁnds its feet. In fact, it moves
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from inelegantly bumping between stunted dialogue and poor pacing into doing artful somersaults and
graceful dances with its tone, character development, and plot twists. If you’re apprehensive at ﬁrst, be
sure to persevere. There’s a really great show to be found here, with a second-half that dwarfs its ﬁrst in
Seis Manos
terms of scope, pacing, music, writing – everything, honestly. It’s a show that matures and blossoms
before your very eyes. And, by the end, you’ll be clamoring for more. I was delighted to have stuck with it
the 1970’s era, Seis Manos centers on three orphaned martial arts warriors who join
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forces with a DEA agent and a Mexican Federale to battle for justice after their beloved mentor is murdered.
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Seis Manos' second half dwarfs its ﬁrst in terms of
scope, pacing, music, writing.
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